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MEMORANDUM FOR:  

FROM:  

OFFICE: OTS  

SUBJECT: EYES ONLY - PER YOUR REQUEST  

REFERENCE:  

Below is a paragraph regarding Jim, Bruce's and qualifications and authorization to use enhanced measures as well as their role and responsibilities as a member of the interrogation team.

HEADQUARTERS HAS THREE VERY EXPERIENCED INTERROGATORS AVAILABLE, AND SCON ALL THREE WILL BE ASKED TO ASSIST WITH THE INTERROGATION OF YOUR DETAINES. THE PURPOSE OF THIS CABLE IS TO PROVIDE BASE, FOR THE RECORD, WITH THE BACKGROUND, AUTHORIZATION AND AUTHORITY FOR EACH OF THESE OFFICERS.

Jessen  

OTS PSYCHOLOGIST, IS AN EXPERIENCED INTERROGATOR, IN ADDITION TO BEING A PSYCHOLOGIST. IS QUALIFIED AND CERTIFIED TO USE THE FULL RANGE OF ENHANCED MEASURES, INCLUDING THE WATER BOARD.

AS A RESULT, SHOULD FILL AN ACTIVE INTERROGATION ROLE IN ANY PLANNED INTERROGATION PLAN. SPECIFICALLY, 'S ROLE IS

Jessen
TO PROVIDE BASE WITH UNIQUE, INTERROGATION AND RESISTANCE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT TO THE INTERROGATION TEAM, \[\text{Jessen}\]'s RESPONSIBILITIES ARE:

a. Conduct Psychological Interrogation Assessment (PIA) of a detainee and report the findings of this assessment to Headquarters.

b. Assist the team in developing an interrogation plan based upon the PIA.

c. Monitor the psychological progress of the detainee during the interrogation process.

d. Assist the team with planning the transition of a detainee towards debriefing.

e. Act as a member of the interrogation team providing psychological advice to the interrogators and the team leader.

f. Act as an active member of the interrogation team with 'hands-on' the detainee during the interrogation process.

\[\text{Mitchell}\]

OTS \[\text{Mitchell}\] PSYCHOLOGIST, \[\text{Mitchell}\]

IS AN EXPERIENCED INTERROGATOR, IN ADDITION TO BEING A \[\text{Mitchell}\] PSYCHOLOGIST. \[\text{Mitchell}\] IS QUALIFIED AND CERTIFIED TO USE THE FULL RANGE OF ENHANCED MEASURES, INCLUDING THE WATER BOARD. AS A RESULT, \[\text{Mitchell}\] SHOULD FILL AN ACTIVE INTERROGATION ROLE IN ANY PLANNED INTERROGATION PLAN. SPECIFICALLY, \[\text{Mitchell}\]'S ROLE IS IDENTICAL TO \[\text{Jessen}\]'S AND IS TO PROVIDE BASE WITH UNIQUE, INTERROGATION AND RESISTANCE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT TO THE INTERROGATION TEAM. \[\text{Mitchell}\]'S RESPONSIBILITIES ARE:

a. Conduct Psychological Interrogation Assessment (PIA) of a detainee and report the findings of this assessment to Headquarters.

b. Assist the team in developing an interrogation plan based upon the PIA.

c. Monitor the psychological progress of the detainee during the interrogation process.

d. Assist the team with planning the transition of a detainee towards debriefing.

e. Act as a member of the interrogation team providing psychological advice to the interrogators and the team leader.

f. Act as an active member of the interrogation team with 'hands-on' the detainee during the interrogation process.

OTS \[\text{Jessen}\] INTERROGATOR, \[\text{Jessen}\] IS AN EXPERIENCED INTERROGATOR \[\text{Jessen}\] IS ONE OF OFFICERS AUTHORIZED TO CERTIFY OFFICERS IN THE ENHANCED MEASURES AND FOR PROVIDING ON THE GROUND MENTORING OF THOSE OFFICERS WHO ARE NOT YET FULLY CERTIFIED AS \[\text{Jessen}\] INTERROGATORS. \[\text{Jessen}\] IS QUALIFIED TO USE THE FULL RANGE OF ENHANCED MEASURES, INCLUDING THE WATER BOARD. AS A
RESULT OF [REDACTED]'S EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS, HE SHOULD FILL AN ACTIVE INTERROGATION ROLE IN ANY PLANNED INTERROGATION PLAN. SPECIFICALLY, [REDACTED]'S ROLE IS ACT AS A FULLY CERTIFIED AND AUTHORIZED INTERROGATOR. [REDACTED]'S RESPONSIBILITIES ARE:
A. ASSIST THE TEAM IN DEVELOPING AN INTERROGATION PLAN.
B. ASSIST THE TEAM LEADER AND COB WITH MONITORING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS.
C. ACT AS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE INTERROGATION TEAM WITH HANDS ON THE DETAINEE DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS.
D. ACT AS A MENTOR AND INSTRUCTOR OF LESSER EXPERIENCED INTERROGATORS.


IDEN A. DR. JOHN (BRUCE) JESSEN
IDEN B. DR. JAMES MITCHELL

CC: [REDACTED]
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